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0 of 0 review helpful Excellent Book for Almost Every Level of Golfer By dhwpro I am a 30 year PGA professional 
and have read many golf instruction books on virtually every aspect of the game This relatively short book on 
chipping pitching and other facets of the short game is probably the best I ve ever read and in fact helped me greatly 
with my own short game which I had been struggling with the past few years due to The hottest instructor in golf 
Sports Illustrated takes on old school gurus with a far more accessible intuitive and innovative approach to those 
essential chip shots pitches and bunker rescues Veteran golfers know that the secret to a lower score is a solid short 
game but mastering those small strokes can be maddening even for the pros One of golf s most revered instructors 
Stan Utley now reveals the step by step tactics behind his rev Stan AElig s help with my short game was the difference 
between playing some nice golf and winning again on the PGA Tour and winning majors on the Champions Tour 
Peter Jacobsen seven time PGA Tour winner and winner of the 2004 Senior U S Open 2005 Senior 
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